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We present some results about the representation ring of the quantum double of
a finite group over fields of arbitrary characteristic. We give a direct sum decompo-
sition of this representation ring into ideals involving Green rings of subgroups.
Given characters of such Green rings, we construct characters of the representa-
tion ring of the quantum double and show that all characters arise in this fashion.
We prove that the characters thereby obtained from Brauer characters separate
modules of the quantum double up to composition factors. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The quantum double of a Hopf algebra, also called the Drinfel’d double,
was defined by Drinfel’d in the context of finding solutions to the quantum
w xYang]Baxter equation of statistical mechanics 9 . The special case of the
 .quantum double D G of a finite group G lends itself to study by
group-theoretic methods and has appeared in several places recently. The
 .representations of D G over the complex numbers arise in the study of
w xholomorphic orbifold models in conformal field theory 8, 12 . An explicit
description of these representations was anticipated in a paper of Lusztig
w xon characters of Hecke algebras 11 . Bantay developed the complex
character theory, similar to that of a finite group, of a more general
 .algebra than the quantum double D G which has application to general-
w xized Thompson series and moonshine 2 . In this paper, we present some
 .results about the representations of D G over algebraically closed fields
of arbitrary characteristic.
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 .The quantum double D G is the Hopf algebra given by the smash
product of the group algebra kG, where k is a field, with its Hopf
 .algebraic dual kG *. This construction is analogous to a semidirect
product of groups and leads to a Hopf algebra structure on the vector
 .  .space kG * m kG. We give a more explicit description of D G in Section
 .1. There we also discuss the analog of Maschke’s theorem, that D G is
semisimple if and only if the characteristic p of k does not divide the
order of G.
 .As D G is a Hopf algebra, there is an associated representation ring
  ..R D G . This is the C-algebra generated by isomorphism classes of finite
 .dimensional D G -modules with direct sum for addition and tensor prod-
uct for multiplication. In fact, this ring is commutative, as we discuss in
Section 1.
In Section 2, we consider G-equivariant k-vector bundles on a finite
 .G-set. We deduce an equivalence of the category of D G -modules with
the category of G-equivariant vector bundles on the G-set G under the
.conjugation action from a more general equivalence given in Theorem
2.2. From this follows the well-known result that the indecomposable
 .  .D G -modules are indexed by pairs V, g , where g is a representative of a
 .conjugacy class of G and V is an indecomposable kC g -module. Here
 .  .C g s C g denotes the centralizer of g in G. Different approaches toG
w x w xthis result appear in 6, 12 ; see also 8 for the special case k s C. The
equivalence of categories also leads to an isomorphism of representation
rings, providing an alternate description of the representation ring
  .. w xR D G analogous to a ring considered by Lusztig when k s C 11 . This
description facilitates proofs in the paper.
The main theorem, appearing in Section 5, is stated below. Here, a
 .  .factor R L is a quotient of the representation ring R L , or Green ring,
by the sum of images of induction from proper subgroups of L; the action
 .of N L is by conjugation.G
THEOREM 5.5. There is an isomorphism of algebras
 .N LGR D G , R L m CC L , .  .  . .  . G
L
where the product is taken o¨er a set of representati¨ es L of conjugacy classes
of subgroups of G.
  ..This theorem is a refinement of a direct sum decomposition of R D G
w xprovided by Thevenaz’ twin functor construction for Green functors 17 .´
 .In Section 5, we show there are certain Hopf subalgebras of D G ,
indexed by the subgroups of G, such that the collection of their represen-
tation rings constitutes a Green functor, so that Thevenaz’ result applies.´
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  ..This decomposition of R D G into ideal direct summands is analogous
to the decomposition of the Green ring
 .N LGR G , R L .  . .
L
w xgiven in 14, 17 .
  ..Theorem 5.5 aids analysis of characters of R D G , that is, algebra
  ..homomorphisms from R D G to C. We take an approach similar to that
 . w xof Benson and Parker, who examined the Green ring R G 4 . They called
 .characters of R G ‘‘species’’ in order to distinguish them from characters
of the group. When k s C, the species correspond to the columns of the
character table of G. When k has prime characteristic, species provide an
extension of the concept of Brauer characters of the group: There are
certain species which correspond to the columns of the Brauer character
table, called Brauer species, and in general there are other species as well.
N L.G  ..Each species must factor through a summand R L of the above
 .direct sum decomposition of R G ; the corresponding subgroup L is called
the ‘‘origin’’ of the species.
  ..We prove two main results concerning the characters of R D G . The
  ..first, stated below, provides a formula for characters of R D G given
characters, or species, of Green rings. It generalizes characters given in
w x11 to fields of arbitrary characteristic. Here the subspace U of ah
 .D G -module U is the image of U under action by the function f dual toh
h g G.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let L F G and t be a species of R L ha¨ing origin L. Let
 .   ..r be an irreducible character of C L . The linear function x : R D G ªG t,r
C defined by
1
x U s t U r h .  .  .t ,r hdeg r  .hgC LG
 .   ..for all D G -modules U, is a character of R D G .
This theorem may be considered a consequence of Theorem 5.5, a
  .character x arising from a character of the summand R L mt,r
 ..NGL.CC L . Alternatively, one of the main ideas in the proof of Theo-G
rem 5.5 may be used to prove Theorem 3.4, and we present this idea prior
to the discussion of Green functors as Lemma 3.2. Thus Theorem 3.4 and
its proof appear in Section 3.
  ..For the second main result concerning characters of R D G , we
assume the characteristic of k is a prime p. This result concerns charac-
ters which factor through the ‘‘ideal of short exact sequences,’’ thus
  ..corresponding to characters of the Grothendieck ring R D G .
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THEOREM 4.2. The product of all characters x , where t is a Brauert,r
  ..species, pro¨ides an isomorphism from R D G to a direct sum of copies of
  ..C. In particular, the Grothendieck ring R D G is semisimple.
This theorem is analogous to a theorem of Brauer which essentially
states that the Grothendieck ring of kG-modules is semisimple, with a
w xcomplete set of characters given by the Brauer species 3 . In fact, the
proof of Theorem 4.2 invokes this result for centralizer subgroups of G,
 .through the characterization of D G -modules discussed in Section 2. Just
as the values in the Brauer character table for G characterize kG-modules
up to composition factors, Theorem 4.2 allows us to write down a character
 .table that distinguishes D G -modules by their composition factors.
In Section 6, we investigate further consequences of the decomposition
  ..of R D G given in Theorem 5.5. In particular, we clarify the connection
between this decomposition and the characters given in Theorem 3.4 and
  ..show that these are in fact all the characters of R D G .
w xWe refer the reader to 1 for basic results about representations of
w x w xfinite groups, to 13 or 16 for standard definitions and results regarding
w xHopf algebras, and to 3 for basic results about Brauer characters. Results
w x about species may be found in 4 and results about Green functors that
. w xis, algebra G-functors in 17 .
The author thanks J. L. Alperin for his advice and encouragement.
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let G be a finite group and k an algebraically closed field of character-
istic p. All modules will be right modules, finite dimensional over k.
Tensor products will be over k unless otherwise indicated.
 .We shall give two definitions of the quantum double D G of the group
 .  .G. Let kG * s Hom kG, k be the k-algebra on the space dual to kGk
 . .with multiplication pointwise on group elements, that is, ff 9 g s
 .  .  .  .f g f 9 g for f , f 9 g kG * and g g G. We give the vector space kG * m
kG an algebra structure as follows. The group G acts as automorphisms of
 .kG * by
f g x s f gxgy1 .  .
 .  .for g, x g G and f g kG *. Multiplication on kG * m kG may then be
defined by
f m g f 9 m g 9 s ff 9gy1 m gg 9, .  .
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 .for f , f 9 g kG * and g, g 9 g G. The resulting algebra is the quantum
 .  .double D G of G. Both kG and kG * are naturally embedded as
 .subalgebras of D G .
w xThe group algebra kG is a Hopf algebra 13, 16 with coproduct D:
kG ª kG m kG defined by
D g s g m g .
 .  .that is, g is a group-like element , counit e : kG ª k by e g s 1, and
 . y1  .coinverse s: kG ª kG by s g s g , for elements g of G. We give kG *
 .the dual Hopf algebra structure. Then D G becomes a Hopf algebra with
the tensor product coalgebra structure and algebra structure as defined
above.
 .We next exhibit the Hopf algebra structure of D G explicitly on the
natural basis; the following may be taken as an alternative definition of the
 .  4  .quantum double D G of the group G. If f is the basis of kG *g g g G
 4  .dual to g , then D G has as a basis all elements f m h, which weg g G g
write more simply as f h, for g, h g G. On this basis, the product isg
defined by f hf h9 s f f y1 hh9, which is nonzero if and only ifg g 9 g h g 9h
g s hg 9hy1. Thus the identity is 1 s  f 1, where 1 is the identityDG. g g G g
for G. The coproduct is given by
D f h s f h m f y1 h , . g x x g
xgG
 .  . y1 y1the counit by e f h s d , and the coinverse by s f h s h f sg 1, g g g
f y1 y1 hy1.h g h
We next discuss representation rings and fix notation. If A is any Hopf
algebra, the tensor product U m V of two right A-modules U and V is
given the structure of a right A-module by restricting the natural action of
A m A on U m V via the coproduct D: A ª A m A. This is a right
A-module action since D is an algebra homomorphism. The field k is given
the structure of a right A-module by restriction of the action of k on itself
by right multiplication to A via the counit e : A ª k. In other words, an
 .element a g A acts on k as multiplication by e a . This is called the tri¨ ial
module. Up to isomorphism, the trivial module is a multiplicative identity
with respect to tensor product of modules; this follows from the counit
property of Hopf algebras.
 .Let r A denote the ring generated by isomorphism classes of finite
dimensional A-modules with direct sum for addition and tensor product
 .for multiplication. Then r A is a ring with identity given by the isomor-
 .phism class of the trivial module. Associativity of r A follows from
 .coassociativity of the coproduct for A. We refer to both r A and
 .  .  .R A s r A C as representation rings. We work primarily with R A ,mZ
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as our main interest is in characters. By abuse of language and notation,
we shall consider A-modules to be elements of the representation rings
when we really mean their isomorphism classes.
Returning to the situation of the quantum double, let H be a subgroup
of the finite group G. We note that the natural embedding of the group
 .algebra kH as a subalgebra of D G is also an embedding of Hopf
algebras. Thus restriction of action defines an algebra homomorphism
DG.   ..  .  .  .Res : R D G ª R H , where R H s R kH is the representationH
ring of kH, that is, the Green ring of H. We shall sometimes consider a
 . DG.D G -module to be a kH-module via Res and may not explicitly stateH
that we are using the restriction map.
 . The algebra D G is a skew group algebra, and thus it is a fully or
. w xstrongly group-graded algebra 15 . This fact will be useful in Section 5. In
particular, for each subgroup H of G, there is a subalgebra
D H s kf h. . G g
ggG ,hgH
We choose this notation in accordance with that in the next section; note
 .  .  .that D G s D G . The coalgebra structure of D G restricts to aG
 .  .coalgebra structure on each subalgebra D H , so that D H is in fact aG G
 .Hopf subalgebra of D G . It is useful to notice that for any two subgroups
 .L F H of G we have an isomorphism of left D L -modulesG
D H , D L h , .  .G G
hgL_H
 .  .  .with D L h , D L as a left D L -module for each right cosetG G G
 .  .representative h of L _ H. That is, D H is a free left D L -module.G G
 .The quantum double D A of any Hopf algebra A is quasitriangular
w x  .  .9, 13 . That is, there exists an invertible element R of D A m D A such
 . y1   ..  .that RD x R s s D x for all x g D A , where D is the coproduct of
 .D A and s is the twist automorphism interchanging two factors. For the
 .quantum double D G of a finite group G, we have R s  f m g,g g G g
with Ry1 s  f m gy1. The equation RD Ry1 s sD results in ang g G g
 .isomorphism between U m V and V m U, for any two D G -modules U
and V, given by the twist s followed by the natural action of R. Thus we
have the following proposition.
  ..PROPOSITION 1.1. The representation ring R D G is commutati¨ e.
 .However, we note that the representation ring of D H , for H aG
proper subgroup of G, may not be commutative. In particular, for the
 .  .identity subgroup H s 1, the Hopf subalgebra D H is simply kG *.G
 .The indecomposable kG *-modules are all the spaces kf for g g G, theg
tensor product of two such modules corresponding to the product in G.
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The next proposition is a consequence of Maschke’s theorem for finite
dimensional Hopf algebras, which states that a finite dimensional Hopf
 .algebra A is semisimple as an algebra if and only if e t / 0 for some
r w x rt g H 10, 13, 16 . The set of right integrals H is the set of all t g A suchA A
 .that t ? a s e a t for all a g A, where e is the counit of A. In the case
 .  . < <A s D G , we may take t s  f g, so that e t s G .g g G 1
 .PROPOSITION 1.2. The algebra D G is semisimple if and only if the
< <characteristic p of k does not di¨ ide the order G of G.
w xSee 12, 18 for more direct approaches to this result.
We finally make a simple observation which results in a proof that the
 .cohomology groups of the quantum double D G and of the group algebra
kG, with coefficients in k, are isomorphic. This result will not be needed in
the sequel.
 .We may embed kG as an ideal direct summand of D G in the
 .  .following way. Denote by D G the subspace  kf g of D G . Then1 g g G 1
 .  .D G is an ideal direct summand of D G , with complement the ideal1
 . kf h. Further, D G is isomorphic to kG as an algebra. Ing ,hg G, g /1 g 1
 .this way, kG-modules have D G -module structures in which projective
 .kG-modules become projective D G -modules. We write Incl for theG,1
 .corresponding map, which takes a kG-module U to the D G -module on
the vector space U with f h acting as h if g s 1 and as 0 otherwise. Theg
map Incl may be extended to a functor embedding the category ofG,1
 .kG-modules as a full subcategory of the category of D G -modules. Note
 .also that the trivial D G -module is the image of the trivial kG-module
under Incl . Thus a projective resolution of the trivial kG-module mayG,1
 .be considered to be a projective resolution of the trivial D G -module, and
we have the following result.
LEMMA 1.3. For each natural number n, the cohomology groups
n  . . n .H D G , k and H G, k are isomorphic.
We may extend the idea of embedding kG as an ideal direct summand
 .  .of D G to obtain a decomposition of D G into a direct sum of ideals
w xindexed by the conjugacy classes of G, an approach taken in 12 to
 .characterize D G -modules. We shall take a slightly different approach in
the next section.
2. G-EQUIVARIANT VECTOR BUNDLES
In this section, we consider G-equivariant k-vector bundles on finite
G-sets. These are analogous to the G-equivariant complex vector bundles
w xon finite sets discussed by Lusztig in 11 . The utility of vector bundles in
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 .the study of the quantum double D G is indicated by the result of
 .Theorem 2.2, that D G -modules are essentially G-vector bundles on the
G-set G under the conjugation action.
Fix a finite right G-set X. A G-equi¨ ariant k-¨ ector bundle U on X is a
 4collection of finite dimensional vector spaces U , together with ax x g X
representation of G on their direct sum  U such that U ? g s U g .x g X x x x
We call U the x-component or fiber of U. If u is an element of thex
kG-module  U , we write u s  u , where u g U for eachx g X x x g X x x x
x g X.
If U and V are G-vector bundles on X, a morphism f : U ª V is a
kG-module map f :  U ª  V which preserves fibers, that isx g X x x g X x
 .f U : V for all x g X. Note that a morphism is determined by its actionx x
on the x-components, where x ranges over a set of representatives of
orbits of G on X. An isomorphism is an invertible morphism. The direct
sum of two G-vector bundles on X is the G-vector bundle whose x-
component is the direct sum of the x-components of the original vector
bundles for each x g X. This is the product in the category of G-vector
bundles on X.
The underlying kG-module  U of a G-vector bundle U on X mayx g X x
be decomposed into a direct sum of kG-modules  U , taken over allO O
G-orbits O in X, with U s  U . For any x g O, U is determined byO x g O x O
U , since U g s U ? g for all g g G. By restriction of action, the subspacex x x
 g 4U may be considered to be a kG -module, where G s g g G N x s x isx x x
the isotropy subgroup of x. As a kG-module then, U is isomorphic to theO
G  . Ginduced module i U s U kG, also written U ­ . Conversely,mG x x xkGx x
any such induced module may be given the structure of a G-vector bundle
 .on X. Thus the indecomposable respectively, irreducible G-vector bun-
 .dles on X are indexed by pairs V, x where x is a representative of an
 .orbit of X and V is an indecomposable respectively, irreducible kG -x
module.
We shall consider another way to view G-vector bundles on X. Let
w xk X be the algebra of all functions on X taking values in k, with
w xpointwise addition and multiplication. Note that k X is isomorphic to a
diagonal matrix algebra with standard basis all dual functions f forx
w xx g X. Define an action of G as automorphisms of k X by
f g x s f x gy1 .  .
w xfor g g G, x g X, and f g k X . The action of g g G on the basis of dual
functions is given by f g s f g , for x g X.x x
We next consider the skew group algebra that is the smash product of
w x w xk X with kG, as in 12 . Explicitly, we build an algebra structure on
w xk X m kG, similar to that for the quantum double, as follows. For x g X
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w xand h g G, we denote the basis element f m h of k X m kG by f h.x x
We define a product by requiring that f hf l s f f hy 1 hl, which isx y x y
hy1  .nonzero if and only if x s y . Denote the resulting algebra by D G . ItsX
identity is 1 s  f 1. In case X is the G-set G under conjuga-D G. x g X xX
 .  .tion, then D G s D G , the quantum double of G, has a Hopf algebraX
structure as well.
 .  .  .Let mod D G denote the category of finite dimensional D G -X X
 .modules. Let vect X, G denote the category of G-vector bundles on X.
Note that both are abelian categories. Theorem 2.2 below states that these
categories are equivalent. The lemma and theorem are analogous to
w xresults in 7 .
 .  .  4LEMMA 2.1. i Let U be a D G -module. Then U s U ? f is aX vect x x g X
G-¨ ector bundle on X.
 .  4ii Let U s U be a G-¨ ector bundle on X. Then U s  Ux x g X D x g X xX
 .is a D G -module, where u ? f g s u ? g for all u g U , x g X, andX x x D X
g g G.
 .Proof. i Clearly U s  U ? f as a direct sum of vector spaces,x g X x
since the f , for all x g X, are orthogonal idempotents whose sum is 1.x
Further, Uf g s Ugf g s Uf g . Thus U is a G-vector bundle on X.x x x vect
 .  .  .ii The definitions imply that u ? f gf g 9 s u ? f g ? f g 9 forx x 9 x x 9
all g, g 9 g G, x, x9 g X, and u g  U . Also u ? 1 s u ?x g X x DG.
 . f 1 s  u s u. Thus U is a D G -module.x g X x x g X x D XX
 .  .We now define the functors ? and ? on morphisms of modvect D X
 .  .  .D G and of vect X, G . For any morphism f : U ª V in mod D G ,X X
define the map f : U ª V by setting f s f. We see that f isvect vect vect vect vect
a morphism of G-vector bundles as follows. Clearly f is a kG-modulevect
map on the underlying kG-modules U and V of U and V . Further,vect vect
f U s f U ? f s f U ? f : V ? f s V . .  .  .vect x x x x x
 .Similarly, for any morphism f : U ª V in vect X, G , define f :D X
U ª V by setting f s f. If u g U, x g X, and g g G, thenD D DX X X
f u ? f g s f u g s f u g s f u g s f u ? f g . .  .  .  .  .xx x x x
 .Thus f is a D G -morphism.D XX
 .THEOREM 2.2. There is an equi¨ alence between the category of D G -X
modules and the category of G-¨ ector bundles on X gi¨ en by the functors
? : mod D G ª vect X , G , .  .  .vect X
? : vect X , G ª mod D G . .  .  .D XX
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 .Proof. We have seen that morphisms in mod D G correspond one-X
 .  .  .to-one to morphisms in vect X, G under the functors ? and ? .vect D X
 . .  . .Thus it suffices to prove that ? and ? are isomorphisms onvect D D vectX X
modules.
 . .  .To see that ? is an isomorphism, let U be a D G -module,vect D XX
 .u g U , x g X, and g g G. Then uf g s u g in U , and u g svect D x x vect xX
 .uf g in U. Thus mapping u to itself in U is a D G -module isomor-x X
phism.
 . .To see that ? is an isomorphism, let U be a G-vector bundle onD vectX
X. Let u be an element of the underlying kG-module  U , g g G,x g X x
and x g X. Then u g s uf g s u g. Thus mapping u to itself in  Ux x x x g X x
is an isomorphism of G-vector bundles.
We now turn to the situation relevant to the quantum double of G. Let
H be a subgroup of G, and consider G to be an H-set under the
conjugation action. By the discussion of indecomposable and irreducible
vector bundles at the beginning of this section, we have the following
corollary.
COROLLARY 2.3. Up to isomorphism, the indecomposable respecti¨ ely,
.  .  .irreducible D H -modules are indexed by pairs V, g , where g is aG
representati¨ e of an H-orbit on G, and V is an indecomposable respecti¨ ely,
.  .irreducible kC g -module.H
 .In the corollary, the H-vector bundle corresponding to V, g is given by
V ­H s V x , g
 .xgC g _HH
x x  x.xwith g -component V s V the conjugate module for kC g sg H
 . x  .kC g . We consider this H-vector bundle to be a D H -module byH G
defining ¨ ? f h9 s ¨ ? h9 for all ¨ g V ­H , g 9 g G, and h9 g H, as ing 9 g 9
 .Lemma 2.1. Note that this D H -module corresponds to the inducedG
module
Incl V D H , .  . .mD JJ , g GG
 .  .  .where J s C g , and Incl V is the D J -module corresponding toH J , g G
the J-vector bundle on G that is V in the g-component and 0 in all other
components.
In particular, when H s G, we have the well-known characterization of
 . w xmodules for the quantum double D G of G 6, 8, 12 in which the
 .  .indecomposable respectively, irreducible D G -modules are indexed by
 .pairs V, g , where g is a representative of a conjugacy class in G, and V is
 .  .an indecomposable respectively, irreducible kC g -module.
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Next we obtain a ring of H-vector bundles on G that is isomorphic to
  ..the representation ring r D H . This will give us an alternative descrip-G
tion of these representation rings which will be used below. Let r G,vect
.H be the additive group generated by isomorphism classes of H-vector
bundles on G with direct sum for addition. We define a product on
 . w xelements of r G, H analogous to that in 11 . Let U and V bevect
H-vector bundles on G. The product U m V of U and V is defined to be
the H-vector bundle having components
U m V s U m V y1 . g  x x g
xgG
for g g G. The sum of these components has kH-module structure given
by the action of H on the tensor product of the underlying kH-modules of
 .  . hU and V. It is easy to check that U m V ? h s U m V for h g H.g g
Thus U m V is an H-vector bundle on G.
 .With this product, r G, H becomes an associative ring. The iden-vect
tity is the H-vector bundle which is the trivial kH-module k in the 1-
component and 0 in all other components. Theorem 2.2 gives an equiva-
lence of the category of H-vector bundles on G with the category of
 .D H -modules. The next theorem states that their associated representa-G
tion rings are isomorphic, as is clear from the definitions.
THEOREM 2.4. Let H be a subgroup of G, and consider G to be an H-set
under conjugation by elements of H. Then there is a ring isomorphism
r D H , r G, H . .  . .G vect
 .We shall use the language of D H -modules and of H-vector bundlesG
 .on G interchangeably below. If U is a D H -module, we shall writeG
 .U s U ? f , and consider this space to be a kC g -module, or a kL-g g H
 .module for any subgroup L of C g . For an arbitrary element ofH
  ..   ..R D H , we take its g-component to be the element of R C g whichG H
is the corresponding linear combination of g-components of the vector
bundles involved.
3. CHARACTERS OF THE REPRESENTATION RING
  ..R D G
In this section we construct characters of the representation ring
  ..  .R D G of the quantum double from characters of the Green ring R G ,
that is, of the representation ring of the group algebra kG. In Section 5 it
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will be shown that the characters constructed here are all of the characters
  ..of R D G .
w xIn case k s C, an observation of Lusztig 11, p. 242 and Theorem 2.4
imply that
R D G , Z CC g .  . .  .
g
as algebras, where the product is taken over a set of representatives g of
  ..conjugacy classes in G, and Z CC g denotes the center of this group
  ..algebra. In particular, R D G is semisimple. The isomorphism is given by
 .mapping a D G -module U to
Tr f g , U h s Tr g , U h .  . h h
 .  .hgC g hgC g
for each g, where Tr denotes taking the trace of the linear transformation
indicated, and U s Uf is the h-component of U as discussed in Sectionh h
2. Lemma 3.3 below gives a generalization of these maps for fields of
arbitrary characteristic, and Theorem 4.2 in the next section gives an
analog of the above isomorphism for fields of prime characteristic.
We note that if H is any finite group, the characters of the semisimple
 .  .algebra Z C H are the functions 1rdeg r r, where r is an irreducible
character of H. In this way, for the case k s C, we obtain characters of
  ..   ..   ..R D G via the decomposition R D G ,  Z CC g given above.g
 .Such a character maps a D G -module U to
1
x U s Tr g , U r h , .  .  .g ,r hdeg r  .hgC g
w xin accordance with 11 . These characters completely separate elements of
  ..R D G . For other fields, there is a similar decomposition, given in
 .Theorem 4.2, of the Grothendieck ring of D G -modules, which is the
  ..quotient of R D G by the ‘‘ideal of short exact sequences.’’ Thus
 .D G -modules may be separated at least up to composition factors by
  ..characters of R D G . The proof of Theorem 4.2 involves certain homo-
  ..   ..morphisms mapping R D G to the algebras Z CC g whose definition
depends on Lemma 3.3 below.
 .A species of the Green ring R G is an algebra homomorphism from
 . w xR G to C 4 . In other words, a species is a character of the Green ring.
Distinct species are linearly independent. Let L be a subgroup of G,
G  .  .and let Res : R G ª R L denote the linear map defined by restrictionL
of modules. Note that ResG is an algebra homomorphism. If U is a kG-L
G .module, we also denote the restriction Res U by U x when the groupL L
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 .G is understood. An origin of a species s: R G ª C is a minimal
G  .subgroup L of G such that s s t(Res for some species t of R L . TheL
origins of a species form a single conjugacy class of subgroups.
w xWe shall need the following lemma, which is Proposition 6.9 of 4 . Let
G  .  . G  .Ind : R H ª R G denote the induction map, that is, Ind U sH H
U kG for a kH-module U.mk H
 .LEMMA 3.1 Benson]Parker . The following are equi¨ alent for a species s
 .of R G and a subgroup H of G:
 .  . Gi There is a species t of R H such that s s t(Res .H
 .  .  G .ii Ker s = Ker Res .H
 .  .  G .iii Ker s W Im Ind .H
One consequence of this lemma is that if L is an origin of s and
s s t(ResG, then the kernel of t contains any module induced to L fromL
a proper subgroup of L.
The next lemma is a key part of the proof of Lemma 3.3, which results in
  ..the description of characters of R D G given in Theorem 3.4. It is also
used in Section 5.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let U and V be D G -modules, L a subgroup of G,
 . y1H s C L , and h g H. Then the kL-submodule  U m V ofG x g GyH x x h
DG. .Res U m V is isomorphic to a direct sum of kL-modules induced fromL
proper subgroups of L.
Proof. First note that  U m V y1 is indeed a kL-submodulex g GyH x x h
DG. .  .of the restriction Res U m V of the D G -module U m V to a kL-L
 .module: As H s C L , conjugates of elements of G y H by an elementG
l g L are still in G y H, and l-conjugates of two elements whose product
is h will still have product h.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that U and V are indecom-
 .posable D G -modules. Considering U and V as G-vector bundles on G,
DG. . Gtheir underlying kG-modules must satisfy Res U , U ­ andG x
DG. . GRes V , V ­ for some elements x, g g G, where U is consideredG g x
 .  .here as a kC x -module, and V a kC g -module. Theng
ResDG. U m V s ResG (ResDG. U m V , U ­G m V ­G x .  .  .L L G x g L
a s a kL-module, since ResDG. is an algebra homomorphism. By theG
Mackey product theorem, this is isomorphic to
U s m V x s ­G x , . . x g C x . l C g . L
 .  .sgC x _GrC g
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 .s  .s  s .ssince U , U as modules for kC x s kC x . By the Mackey sub-x x
DG. .group theorem, we see finally that Res U m V is isomorphic toL
U st m V t x st t ­L . .  x g C x . l C g . l L
s .  .  .  .sgC x _GrC g tgC x lC g _GrL
The subspaces U m V y1 of U m V appearing in  U m V y1x x h x g GyH x x h
 .st tcorrespond to some of the U m V or their L-conjugates in the abovex g
sum for which neither x st nor gt is an element of H. Further, if
U st m V t appears in  U m V y1 , then so does the entire kL-x g x g GyH x x h
 . Lst t st tmodule U m V x ­ , as L-conjugates of elements ofx g C x . l C  g . l L
G y H are also elements of G y H. If neither x st nor gt is an element of
 .  st .  t .H s C L , then L is contained in neither C x nor C g . ThusG
 .st  .t  st .  t .C x l C g l L s C x l C g l L is properly contained in L.
Therefore  U m V y1 is equal to a sum of certain summands inx g GyH x x h
DG. .the direct sum decomposition of Res U m V above that are modulesL
induced from proper subgroups of L.
 . GLEMMA 3.3. Let s be a species of R G with origin L, s s t(Res , andL
 .   ..  .H s C L . The linear function f : R D G ª Z C H defined byG t
f U s t U h , .  .t h
hgH
 .for all D G -modules U, is an algebra homomorphism.
Proof. First note that the U are indeed kL-modules, since elements ofh
L commute with elements of H. Also note that the image of f is in thet
center of C H as claimed, again since L commutes elementwise with H,
any two conjugate elements of H will correspond to components which are
isomorphic as kL-modules. Thus t takes the same value on these compo-
 .  .nents. Clearly f takes the trivial D G -module to the identity of Z C H .t
It remains to prove that f is multiplicative.t
 .Let U and V be D G -modules. We calculate
f U f V s t U m V y1 h , .  .  .t t x x h
x ,hgH
using the multiplicativity of the species t. On the other hand,
f U m V s t U m V y1 h .  t x x h /
hgH xgG
s t U m V y1 h q t U m V y1 h. .  x x h x x h /
x ,hgH hgH xgGyH
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Comparing the two calculations, we need only see that the second sum
above is equal to zero. But this follows directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Thus this sum is zero and f is multiplicative.t
We point out that f may not be surjective. In particular, if we lett
Stab t s g g N L N t a s t ag for all a g R L 4 .  .  .  .  .G G
w xbe the stabilizer of t in G 4 , then clearly the image of f is contained int
 .StabG t .  .the set C H of points of C H fixed under conjugation by Stab t .G
We are now ready to describe certain characters of the representation
  ..ring R D G of the quantum double.
 . GTHEOREM 3.4. Let s be a species of R G with origin L, s s t(Res ,L
 .H s C L , and r an irreducible character of H. The linear function x :G t,r
  ..R D G ª C defined by
1
x U s t U r h , .  .  .t ,r hdeg r hgH
 .   ..for all D G -modules U, is a character of R D G .
Proof. The function x is just the composition of the homomorphismt,r
  ..  .f : R D G ª Z C H given in Lemma 3.3 with the homomorphismt
 .  .1rdeg r r : Z C H ª C discussed in the preceding text.
In case k s C, the characters described in the theorem are precisely
 .those given at the beginning of the section. Indeed, the Green ring R G
in this case is isomorphic to the character ring, and species are essentially
the columns of the character table for G. Each is given by the trace of an
element g of G on a module. The fact that g is a group-like element in
the Hopf algebra kG implies that
Tr g , U m V s Tr g , U Tr g , V .  .  .
for any two kG-modules U and V, and so this trace function is an algebra
 .homomorphism. An origin of the species Tr g, ? is the cyclic subgroup
 :  .L s g generated by g, with centralizer H s C g . The corresponding
  ..character of R D G described in Theorem 3.4 is thus the map sending a
 .D G -module U to
1
x U s Tr g , U r h , .  .  .Tr g , ?. ,r hdeg r  .hgC g
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for g a representative of a conjugacy class in G, and r an irreducible
 .character of C g . These are the characters x , given at the beginning ofg ,r
w xthis section, that appear in 11 .
  ..We point out that any character of R D G of the form x given int,r
  ..Theorem 3.4 may be thought of as an extension to R D G of the species
G  .  .s s t(Res of R G in the following way. The map Incl : R G ªL G,1
  ..  .R D G , sending a kG-module U to the D G -module which is U in the
 .   ..1-component and 0 elsewhere, embeds R G as a subalgebra of R D G .
  ..  .It is easy to check that x Incl U s s U . In particular, distinctt,r G,1
 .   ..species of R G result in distinct characters of R D G .
4. AN ANALOG OF BRAUER CHARACTERS
In this section we assume that the characteristic p of k is prime. We
  ..shall show that those characters of R D G arising from the Brauer
characters of the group provide a quantum double analog of the Brauer
 .characters, in that they separate D G -modules up to composition factors.
We define the ‘‘ideal of short exact sequences’’ of the representation
 .  .  .ring R A of any Hopf algebra A. Let R A be the ideal of R A0
generated by elements of the form U y U9 y U0, where
0 ª U9 ª U ª U0 ª 0
is a short exact sequence of A-modules. The Grothendieck ring of A is the
 .  .  .  .quotient R A s R A rR A . When A s D G is the quantum double0
  ..of G, Proposition 1.2 implies that R D G s 0 if and only if the0
characteristic p of k does not divide the order of G.
We consider certain species, called Brauer species, that are essentially
the columns of the table of Brauer characters for the group G. They factor
through the Grothendieck ring of G. The Brauer species corresponding to
a given p9-element g of G, that is, an element whose order is not divisible
by p, is given by lifting eigenvalues of the action of g on a module to C
and taking the trace there. Let s denote this species. Just as in the caseg
 :  .k s C, an origin of s is L s g with centralizer H s C g . Writeg
s s t (ResG , where t is the corresponding Brauer species of the Greeng g  g: g
 :.ring R g .
LEMMA 4.1. For each p9-element g of G, let s s t (ResG denote theg g  g:
 .   ..corresponding Brauer species of R G . The ideal R D G is the kernel of the0
homomorphism
p : R D G ª Z CC g .  . .  .
g
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gi¨ en by the product of the maps f , defined in Lemma 3.3, taken o¨er a set oftg
representati¨ es g of p9-conjugacy classes of G.
Proof. Let 0 ª U9 ª U ª U0 ª 0 be a short exact sequence of
 .  .D G -modules. Considering D G -modules as G-vector bundles on G, we
have short exact sequences
0 ª U X ª U ª UY ª 0x x x
 .  .of kC x -modules for all x g G. Let g be a p9-element of G. If x g C g ,
 .  X.  Y .then t U s t U q t U , as t is a Brauer species of the subgroupg x g x g x g
 :  .  .  .  .g of C g . Thus f U s f U9 q f U0 for all p9-elements g of G,t t tg g g
  ..  .and R D G : Ker p .0
  ..  .Let a g R D G with p a s 0. Fix x g G and let g be a p9-element
 .  .  .  .of C x . Then f a s 0 implies that t a s 0 for all h g C g ; int g hg
 .particular, t a s 0, where a here is considered as an element ofg x x
 :. C x .  .R g . Let b s t (Res be the Brauer species of C x correspondingg g  g:
 .  .to the p9-element g of C x . Then b a s 0 for all such g, where a isg x x
  ..now considered as an element of R C x . But this implies that a gx
  ..  .R C x , the ideal of short exact sequences of kC x -modules.0
 .  .Now, by Theorem 2.2, D G -modules and D G -module maps are
determined by their x-components, where x ranges over a set of represen-
tatives of conjugacy classes of G. Further, a short exact sequence of
 .kC x -modules induces to a short exact sequence of kG-modules which
may also be considered to be a short exact sequence of G-vector bundles
 .on G. The latter corresponds to a short exact sequence of D G -modules
  ..under the equivalence of categories of Theorem 2.2. Thus a g R D G0
 .   ..and Ker p : R D G .0
Lemma 4.1 implies that there is an induced map from the Grothendieck
ring
R D G s R D G rR D G .  .  . .  .  .0
  ..to  Z CC g provided by the product of the maps f for Brauerg tg
species s s t (ResG . Further, this map is injective. It turns out to beg g  g:
surjective as well, which we demonstrate next.
THEOREM 4.2. For each representati¨ e g of a p9-conjugacy class in G, let
s s t (ResG denote the corresponding Brauer species. The product p ofg g  g:
the maps f , defined in Lemma 3.3, induces an algebra isomorphismtg
R D G , Z CC g . .  . .  .
g
  ..In particular, the Grothendieck ring R D G is semisimple.
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Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, it remains only to prove that p is
surjective. This will follow once we see that the dimensions of these two
finite dimensional algebras are the same.
  ..The dimension of the Grothendieck ring R D G is equal to the
 .number of irreducible D G -modules. By Corollary 2.3 this is
number of p9-conjugacy classes in C x , . .
x
where the sum is taken over a set of representatives x of conjugacy classes
  ..in G. The dimension of  Z CC g isg
number of conjugacy classes in C g , . .
g
where the sum is taken over a set of representatives g of p9-conjugacy
classes in G. The two sums are equal, as they represent two ways of
counting the number of orbits in the G-set, under G-conjugation, consist-
 .ing of all pairs x, g , where x is an element of G, g is a p9-element of G,
and x and g commute.
  ..   ..Finally, R D G is semisimple as the algebras Z CC g are semisim-
ple.
Theorem 3.4 now allows us to write down a table consisting of the
  ..complete set of characters of the Grothendieck ring R D G . Such a
 .   ..character maps the image of a D G -module U in R D G to
1
x U s t U r h , .  .  .t ,r g hg deg r hgH
G  .  .where s s t (Res is a Brauer species of R G , H s C g , and r is ang g  g:
irreducible character of H. By Theorem 4.2 the corresponding characters
  ..  .x of the representation ring R D G separate D G -modules up tot ,rg
composition factors.
In case the characteristic p of k does not divide the order of G, we now
  ..   ..have that R D G , R D G is semisimple, and the above discussion is
the full story. Otherwise, there are in general more species than the
w x   ..Brauer species 4 , so that there will in general be characters of R D G ,
defined by Theorem 3.4, which separate some modules having the same
composition factors.
  ..5. THE GREEN FUNCTOR R D ?G
In this section we indicate that the collection of all representation rings
  .. R D H , for subgroups H of G, constitutes a Green functor or algebraG
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. w x   ..G-functor 17 . We then obtain a decomposition of R D G into a direct
sum of ideals based on a result of Thevenaz about Green functors. This´
decomposition leads to an induction theorem, and in the next section, a
  ..result regarding questions of semisimplicity of R D G and the result that
  ..the characters of R D G described in Section 3 are all of its characters.
For subgroups L F H of G and elements g of G, we define the linear
maps restriction, induction, and conjugation as follows. These correspond to
the standard definitions of such maps on the modules of fully group-graded
w xalgebras 5 .
v
H   ..   ..The restriction map Dres : R D H ª R D L sends aL G G
 .  .D H -module U to a D L -module by restriction of the action fromG G
 .  . H  .D H to D L . The resulting module will be denoted Dres U orG G L
U x .D L.G
v
H   ..   ..The induction map Dind : R D L ª R D H sends aL G G
 .  .  .D L -module V to the D H -module V D H . This modulemG G GD L.GH  . D GH .will be denoted Dind V or V ­ .L
v
g  ..   ..The conjugation map Dconj : R D H ª R D H sends aH , g G G
 .  g . g  .D H -module U to the D H -module U s U D H g smG G GD H .G
U g.mD H .G
  ..It may be checked that with these maps, the algebras R D H , for allG
w xsubgroups H of G, constitute a Green functor 18 . We list the main
properties below. The Mackey subgroup axiom in fact holds for any fully
w xgroup-graded algebra 5 .
 .LEMMA 5.1 Mackey Subgroup Axiom . Let L, H F J F G, and U be a
 .D L -module. ThenG
U ­D G J . x , U g x g ­D GH . .D H . D L l H .G G
ggL_JrH
 .LEMMA 5.2 Frobenius Axiom . Let L F H be subgroups of G. Let U be
 .  .a D L -module and V a D H -module. ThenG G
 . D GH .  . D GH .i V m U ­ , V x m U ­ , andD L.G
 . D GH .  . D GH .ii U ­ m V , U m V x ­ .D L.G
 .  .  .Proof. We recall that D H is free as a left D L -module. For i ,G G
 .  .define a linear map f : V x m U D H ª V mmD L . GD L .G G  ..U D H bym GD L.G
f ¨ m u m h s ¨h m u m h .  . .
for all u g U, ¨ g V, and h g H. It may be checked that f is a well-
 .  .defined D H -module isomorphism. The proof of ii is similar.G
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The next lemma is mainly a consequence of the Mackey subgroup and
Frobenius axioms.
 .LEMMA 5.3 Mackey Product Theorem . Let L, H F J F G. Let U be a
 .  .D L -module and V a D H -module. ThenG G
U ­D G J . m V ­D G J . , U g m V x g ­D G J . . . . D L l H .G
ggL_JrH
 . w xWe shall use the Brauer morphisms for a Green functor A ? 17 ; we fix
notation as follows. If J F L are subgroups of G, the Frobenius axiom
L  .  .implies that the image of the induction map Ind : A J ª A L is anJ
 .  .ideal of A L . The residue algebra of A L is
LA L s A L r Im Ind , .  .  . J
J-L
L  .the sum being taken over all proper subgroups J of L. Let Br : A L ªL
G L G .  .  .A L be the canonical surjection, and let Br s Br (Res : A G ª A L ,L L L
the Brauer morphism.
w xA result of Thevenaz about Green functors 17, Corollary 3.6 yields an´
algebra isomorphism
 .N LGR D G , R D L , .  . .  . G
L
given by the product of Brauer morphisms DbrG. We next modify thisL
  ..ideal direct sum decomposition by examining the quotients R D L .G
We shall need the following lemma. The algebra homomorphism
D GL.   ..  .  .Res : R D L ª R L is given by the restriction of a D L -L G G
 .   ..module to a kL-module. We recall the maps Incl : R J ª R D J ,J ,h G
 .where J is a subgroup of G and h g C J , introduced in Section 2:G
 .  .Given a kJ-module U, Incl U is the D J -module which is U in the h-J ,h G
component and 0 elsewhere. In fact, the maps ResD GL. and Incl areL J ,h
morphisms of Green functors, but we shall need only the following, where
L  .  .Ind : R J ª R L denotes induction of kJ-modules.J
 .LEMMA 5.4. Let J F L be subgroups of G and h g C L . ThenG
ResD GL.(DindL s Ind L (ResD G J . and Incl (IndL s DindL (Incl .L J J J L,h J J J ,h
 .  .  .Proof. Let V be a D J -module. As D L is a free left D J -G G G
module, the elements ¨ m l, where ¨ runs over a basis of V and l runs
over a set of representatives of the right cosets J _ L, are a basis of
 . D G J . .V D L and of Res V kL. Clearly the actions of L onm mG JD  J . k JG
these basis elements correspond. A similar argument proves the second
property.
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 .For each subgroup L of G, we consider D L -modules to be L-vectorG
 .bundles on the L-set G as in Section 2. If U is a D L -module andG
 .  .h g C L , then the h-component U is a D L -submodule of U. DefineG h G
  ..  .  .a linear map c : R D L ª R L m CC L byL G G
c U s Br L (ResD GL. U m h .  .L L L h
 .hgC LG
L .  .  .for all D L -modules U, where Br : R L ª R L is the canonical map.G L
  ..We shall show that c induces an algebra isomorphism R D L ,L G
 .  .R L m CC L , which by the above discussion implies that there is anG
isomorphism
;  .N LGR D G ª R L m CC L .  .  . .  . G
L
given by the product of the maps c (DresG.L L
 .A p-hypoelementary subgroup of G is a subgroup L for which LrO Lp
w x  .is cyclic 3, 4 , where O L denotes the unique maximal normal p-p
subgroup of L. If L is any subgroup of G, then the residue algebra of the
L .  .  .Green ring, R L s R L r Im Ind , is nonzero if and only if L isJ - L J
w xp-hypoelementary 17 .
  ..  .  .THEOREM 5.5. For each subgroup L of G, R D L , R L m CC L .G G
In particular, there is an isomorphism of algebras
 .N LGR D G , R L m CC L , .  .  . .  . G
L
where the product is taken o¨er a set of representati¨ es L of conjugacy classes
of p-hypoelementary subgroups of G.
Proof. We note that the maps c preserve the actions of G. Thus theL
second statement follows from the first and the above discussion, since
 .R L s 0 for all subgroups L of G which are not p-hypoelementary.
  ..  .  .We claim that c : R D L ª R L m CC L , defined above, is anL G G
algebra homomorphism and that it is surjective with kernel equal to
L L .  .   ..  .Ker Dbr s  Im Dind . This will imply that R D L and R LL J - L J G
 .m CC L are isomorphic.G
That c is an algebra homomorphism results from a calculation veryL
similar to that in Lemma 3.3 where it is shown that a certain function f :t
  ..   .. R D G ª Z CC L is an algebra homomorphism. In fact, such aG
G .function f factors through c (Dres , as will be shown in Lemma 6.2.t L L
 .  .To see that c is surjective, choose a g R L and h g C L . Then theL G
 .   ..element Incl a of R D L , which is a in the h-component, and 0 inL,h G
L .all other components, has image Br a m h under c .L L
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 .  L.  .Finally we show that Ker c s Ker Dbr . Let y g Ker c , so thatL L L
Br L (ResD GL. y s 0 .L L h
 . D GL. .  L.for each h g C L . In other words, Res y g Ker Br sG L h L
 L.  . Im Ind for each h g C L . Note that y is the image ofJ - L J G h
D GL. .  .   ..Res y under the map Incl : R L ª R D L . Thus y is inL h L,h G h
 L. L . Im Dind by Lemma 5.4, and so Dbr y s 0. To see that theJ - L J L h
 L.sum of the remaining components of y is also in Ker Dbr , note that theyL
correspond to L-orbits on G containing more than one element. By the
 .construction of D L -modules following Corollary 2.3, this sum is a sumG
 .  .of D L -modules induced from subalgebras D J for proper subgroupsG G
 L.J of L, and so will be in Ker Dbr .L
To complete the proof, let J be a proper subgroup of L. It suffices to
 .  L.show that any D L -module U which is in Im Dind is in fact inG J
 .  .  .Ker c . Let U s V D L . Then for any h g C L , U is amL G G hD  J .G .D L -submodule of U andG
U s V m D L f s Vf m D L s V m D L . .  .  . .h D  J . G h h D  J . G h D  J . GG G G
L L D GL. .Thus by Lemma 5.4 and the definition of Br , we have Br (Res UL L L h
 .s 0, so that U g Ker c .L
We have the following induction theorem as an immediate corollary.
  ..COROLLARY 5.6. The representation ring R D G is generated by the
images of the maps DindG for all p-hypoelementary subgroups L of G.L
6. CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM 5.5
The direct sum decomposition given in Theorem 5.5 provides a connec-
  ..tion between questions of semisimplicity of R D G and questions of
 .semisimplicity of the Green ring R G . This connection leads to Theorem
6.1 below. An arbitrary commutative algebra over C is semisimple if the
intersection of the kernels of its characters is zero or, equivalently, if
characters separate elements of the algebra.
We summarize what is known about questions of semisimplicity of the
 . w xGreen ring R G 4 ; we shall see that similar statements can be made
  ..  .about R D G . If the characteristic p of k is odd, then R G is semisim-
ple if and only if G has cyclic Sylow p-subgroups. If the characteristic of k
 .is 2, then R G is semisimple if a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is either a cyclic
group or isomorphic to the Klein four-group. For some other cases in
 .characteristic 2, R G is not semisimple, and there are also some unre-
solved cases.
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  ..  .We point out that if R D G is semisimple, then R G is semisimple.
 .   ..Indeed, we may embed R G as a subalgebra of R D G via the map
  ..Incl . In particular, R D G is not semisimple in the cases mentionedG,1
 .above where R G is not semisimple.
We note that
 .N LGR G , R L , .  .
L
where the product is taken over a set of representatives L of conjugacy
 . w xclasses of subgroups of G or of p-hypoelementary subgroups 14, 17 . In
 .  .case the quotient R G is nonzero that is, in case G is p-hypoelementary ,
 .it is realized as an ideal direct summand of R G in this way.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose a Sylow p-subgroup of G is either cyclic or
  ..isomorphic to the Klein four-group. Then R D G is semisimple.
Proof. For any subgroup L of G, L also has a Sylow p-subgroup which
 .is either cyclic or isomorphic to the Klein four-group, and so R L is
 .semisimple. As discussed above, R L may be identified with an ideal
 .  .direct summand of R L for each subgroup L of G. Thus R L is
  ..semisimple. Consider the decomposition of R D G given in Theorem
5.5. Each summand satisfies
 .  .N L C LG GR L m CC L : R L m CC L .  .  .  . .  .G G
s R L m Z CC L , .  . .G
 .  .  .  .as C L acts trivially on R L , and therefore on R L . But R L mG
  ..Z CC L is the tensor product of two semisimple commutative algebrasG
N L.G  .  ..and so is semisimple itself. Since R L m CC L is a subalgebra ofG
 .   ..the semisimple algebra R L m Z CC L , it is semisimple as well. ByG
  ..the direct sum decomposition of R D G above, we now have that
  ..R D G is semisimple.
  ..Next we show how the characters of R D G defined in Section 3
behave with respect to the ideal direct sum decomposition of Theorem 5.5.
We point out that any character must factor through exactly one of the
summands.
 . GLEMMA 6.2. Let s be a species of R G with origin L, s s t(Res ,L
 .H s C L , and r an irreducible character of H. The character x ofG t,r
  ..   .R D G , defined in Theorem 3.4, factors through the summand R L m
 ..NGL.   ..CC L of the decomposition of R D G gi¨ en in Theorem 5.5.G
 .   ..Proof. We recall that x s 1rdeg r r ( f , where f : R D G ªt,r t t
 .  .Z C H is defined in Lemma 3.3. First note that t: R L ª C, having
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 .  .origin L, factors through the quotient R L of R L by Lemma 3.1. We
 .write t for the induced map from R L to C. Recall that the product of
the maps c (DresG, where c is defined in the text preceding TheoremL L L
5.5, yields the isomorphism given in that theorem. We see that f is merelyt
the composition of the maps
G  .N LGc (DresL LR D G 6 R L m CC L .  .  . .  .G
;
tmid 6 C m Z CC L ª Z CC L . .  . .  .C G G
 .   .Following f by 1rdeg r r, we see that x factors through R L mt t,r
N L.G ..CC L .G
This lemma yields a proof that the characters x described in Theoremt,r
  ..3.4 are all of the characters of R D G .
  ..THEOREM 6.3. Any character of R D G is of the form x , defined int,r
G  .Theorem 3.4, for some species s s t(Res of R G with origin L and someL
 .irreducible character r of C L .G
Proof. We need only determine the structure of characters of the
N L.G  .  ..   ..individual ideal direct summands R L m CC L of R D G .G
N L.G .   ..   .  ..Note that R L m Z CC L is integral over R L m CC L :G G
C L.G .   ..   .  ..Any a g R L m Z CC L s R L m CC L satisfies the monicG G
polynomial
x y a n , .
 .  .ngC L _N LG G
N L.G  .  ..which has coefficients in R L m CC L . Thus by the going-upG
N L.G  .  ..theorem, all characters of R L m CC L may be extended toG
 .   ..characters of R L m Z CC L . The latter are merely products ofG
 .   ..characters of R L and of Z CC L . By Lemma 3.1 and the discussionG
at the beginning of Section 3, these correspond to products of species t of
 .  .R L having origin L with the functions 1rdeg r r, where the r are
 .irreducible characters of C L . We restrict such characters to the factorG
N L.G  .  ..R L m CC L . By the proof of Lemma 6.2, we obtain in this wayG
 .   ..the characters x s 1rdeg r r ( f of R D G described in Theoremt,r t
3.4.
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